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EVERYONE

“
has an
object with a story.
"It’s NOT about its aesthetic or
monetary value;
it’s chiefly about THE
NARRATIVE wrapped up in the
object.”
-SANDY SUFFIELD,
London-based photographer, writer of Things & People
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Memories UNBOXED

“WITHOUT THE OBJECTS,
THE STORIES WOULD
LACK VIBRANCY;
WITHOUT THE STORIES,
THE OBJECTS WOULD
LACK SIGNIFICANCE.
Taken together, the images of the
objects, the memories they evoke and
the stories of their collection take
the viewer on a journey where the
commonplace is transformed into the
remarkable and where the stuff of
history is highly personalized.”

-Objects and Memory, PBS documentary
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ABSTRACT
We constantly fall into a cycle of consumption that involves
acquiring, retaining, and relinquishing items, whether we need
them or not. Even though we are influenced by popular media to
declutter more as we acquire new things, the root of the problem
will still exist if we continue to neglect the reasons why we own
things in the first place and why we hold onto them.
Why is it less stressful to make a list of possessions we enjoy
having than to make a list of things we need to throw away?
This thesis hopes to relieve people of making tough decisions
like when to relinquish things that are difficult to give up,
understanding that it’s more effective to control the urge to
acquire things when we know what to value.
To accomplish these goals, I designed a series of light-hearted,
non-judgemental conversations to explore the ways that
stories develop through objects and so that people could
reacquaint themselves with their belongings. To facilitate
these conversations, I invited people to take part in a series of
workshops where participants reflected on their own values
from the perspectives of their belongings.

In the first workshop, I had participants bring one object they
use daily, and another that they keep hidden away. In the second
workshop, I asked people to take pictures of a bird in their homes
in order to reevaluate the agency of space and recognize what
lives within it. In the third activity, I had participants show and tell
using the analogy of employee/employer to talk about the jobs
their objects perform. Outside of these sessions, I supplemented
this information with a non-sequential graphic novel around
these themes. Several characters are designed to accompany the
readers to learn about some common scenarios that we would
encounter, encouraging them to reflect on the open-ended
questions at the end of each story.
While being involved in the constant innovation of physical
products, we industrial designers are also, inevitably, keeping
the consumption cycle spinning. Hence, we must take action to
remind people the importance of pausing and reflecting on our
ever-changing relationships towards the things we possess.
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WHY UNBOXING?
When we think of unboxing an item, we would envision ourselves
unwrapping a cardboard box that contains something that you
have longed for: a present that someone gave you, a product that
you bought online and got shipped to your house, or a box of
goods that you’re ready to unpack after moving into a new place...
If we consider rooms or houses as “boxes filled with memories”,
how often do we physically revisit the memories that were within
the space we live in?
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PROLOGUE: After a Move...
Piles of boxes and furniture, covered with bubble wrap and
tapes, made their last entrance through the hallway. Moving has
stressed you so much that you vaguely recall what was in every
box besides looking at the scribbly text you wrote on the sides.
There was nothing else besides empty corridors and blank walls.
Just you with all things you have moved from the last place you’ve
lived in for years.
Everything just felt a bit off. Less home-like, less cozy, less “where
you belong.” You knew you needed to unpack them to make this
place less alien.
You put music on your phone and cranked it out loud, and you
started unboxing them one by one.
Boredom almost got the best of you from continuing the
prolonged and dull process until you laid your dispirited eyes on
a stuffed animal, awkwardly squished in a hurry, along with some
random knick-knacks--boxes of postcards, pieces of old clothes,
accessories that you seldom wear-- making this collage of stuff
no sense at all.
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Memories unveiled as you pulled it out to pat it several times,
trying to stretch it back in shape. You immediately identified what
the stuffed animal was. It was a tiger cub you got years ago. Even
though you have washed it several times, you couldn’t prevent
its appearance from color-fading, fabric-pilling, and carrying all
sorts of spots and stains.
You remembered that you kindly begged your parents if you could
have one when you walked past the toy aisle in the department
store. You remembered because it was a bit over their budget, so
they said no. After that, you never thought of seeing it again until
you got it months later on your birthday.
You definitely proved that you appreciated their gift. You carried
it all around the house and everywhere you went when they took
you out. You gave it a name, called it your best buddy, and hugged
it to sleep every night you went to bed. You clumsily mended it
quite a few times when the seams fell apart. You never thought
of replacing it anyway, but added more friends to join the family.
You still have the tiger with you when you move into the dorm,

away from your family and hometown. You made the cub sit on
an overhanging shelf, quietly observing your afterschool life,
keeping you company from afar. You had stopped playing with it
for quite a while, and you don’t carry it around with you anymore,
but it reminds you of home.
The music abruptly stopped because the phone died, and so did
your mind-- attempting to call back more memories of you and
the tiger but in vain.
You know you are a better packer than this. You ensured that
you packed all the possessions you wanted for the move. You
lowered your body to look for the text on the box, only to find
“misc” written without much detail. You don’t remember why
the tiger ended up in this box.
You tried to recall what happened during the packing.
“Ah, yes.”
You thought it was time to let go of the tiger, but you didn’t.
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“...I HELP THEM
THROUGH THAT PROCESS
AND IT'S JUST TALKING
AND LISTENING. THAT'S
WHAT IT IS..."
"...I'm in people's homes, I hear their
stories. I hear and cry with them
during some of the stories like they
share things and they don't tell their
family members about it."
-HOPE TURENNE, Founder, Affordable
Organization LLC
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FACT CHECK: THE CYCLE
When was the last time you had a conversation about your
collection of possessions?
How much stuff do you really have in mind?
Take a moment to picture the things you have kept in your
house.

THE CYCLE
The order/span of object’s life

ACQUIRE

RETAIN

RELINQUISH
Why do we no longer need
them?
What's the hiearchy of
relinquishing items like for
people?

We people constantly fall into this consumption cycle of
acquiring, retaining, and relinquishing items.
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Question: What do we value the most?

ACQUIRE

RETAIN

Why do we have these items?
Why do we want to have these
items?

Why do we put them where they are?
How are we interacting with those
items?
What makes you emotionally
connected to these items?

We are promoted by the media that we should keep less stuff
with us while being persuaded to buy more things than we
would ever need. Even though we are prone to push ourselves to
declutter more as we acquire new things, it will still be a problem
if we don’t spend time reviewing the reasons why we keep things
and what we value at the moment.

USER JOURNEY OF CLUTTERING &
POSSIBLE INCIDENTS TO CAUSE ANXIETY

depression
and anxiety level

This user journey map indicates the anxiety level
people go through when they are experiencing
the cycle. The stress level inclines as they notice
clutter happening in the house until they decide
to push back time to organize. But people build
up stress as they run into certain scenarios.
Once they are faced with significant life changes
such as a giant moving session, they often get
overwhelmed by anxiety.

acquiring objects
and building
possesssions

noticing clutter
(can be clutter in
motion or clutter
in stasis)

All of that comes from the huge fear of making
wrong decisions within the limited time to
review the stuff they possess. My claim is that
if we could review our possessions more often,
we would have a better idea about our values
and feel less stressed if we need to make quick
decisions about our belongings.

decide to
push back
organizing

Change
working location
need to move
cross the states

declutter for a
move to reduce
the cost to ship
everything

packing for a
move (organizing)

acquiring objects
when we
acknowledge the
reason why

reviewing
relationships with
retained objects

reviewing
relationships with
retained objects

how people encounter with their possessions
hypothetical experience of reviewing relationshps with retained objects
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reduce stress of
categorizing
possessions

Move from
one house to
another

“I THINK OUR
RELATIONSHIPS WITH
ITEMS CAN BE REALLY
COMPLICATED. ITEMS
CAN BE FUNCTIONAL,
THEY CAN BE
SENTIMENTAL, OR THEY
CAN BE BOTH.
"...it's all very personal. I think as
long as it's not weighing on you in a
way that it makes your life harder, I
don't think it's wrong to keep items."
-WREN BRIER,
Creative Director of the game "UNPACKING",
excerpt from an interview
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FUNCTIONAL, CHERISHED, OR BOTH?
As I was delving deeper into what people possess to bring back
memories, I tried to look for the proper terminology to generalize
the category of things that we are likely to feel more attached to.
I started off using the word “sentimental” with the assumption
that it is the word for “having feelings towards an object.”
However, not all people feel sentimental in the same way. As I
explored further, I found that sentimentalism is more than just
“being nostalgic” for some people. Being sentimental is seen as
negative, something that they disagree with or something they
admit to experiencing but are afraid to be judged for.
Simplifying the various categories that could be applied to the
objects people keep in their homes, I realize that most of which
are either functional, cherished, or somewhere in between.
The transition between the two is not linear. Some items may
constantly shift between states until they fall out of the cycle;
some would only exist if it’s being used or being cherished. It all
depends on how people value their belongings at that time and
over time.

FUNCTIONAL is...
" Machine-like, designed
to do something in
particular."

" To have a product that
works the way it should
be."

" The utilities or products
we buy are meant to be
functional."
"What comes in mind is
something that I use daily;
my phone, my computer..."

DICTIONARY DEFINITIONS
1) designed to be practical and useful rather than attractive1
2)(of a machine, system, etc.) working in the usual way
3)performing a particular operation
working in the expected or necessary way:
intended to be used; practical rather than attractive:

"Something that still does
its job"
"I think of tools and electronics: Something
that you don't have feeling towards but it
serves the purpose"
"Decorations are functional objects
right? They are meant to do the job,
which is to decorate whatever space
you put it in."
gathered from seven
anonymous interviewees during the course of seven interviews.
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BUT IS AN OBJECT STILL
FUNCTIONAL IF IT'S NOT
BEING USED?

to perform the purpose of a particular thing
to perform the duties of a particular person2
to work correctly and as expected
a job or task that someone or something does
a particular area of responsibility of a company
a purpose or duty, or the way something or someone works
practical and useful; with little or no decoration3
having a special purpose; making it possible for somebody to do
something or for something to happen
having or serving a utilitarian purpose; capable of serving the
purpose for which it was designed4

1 “Functional.” Cambridge DIctionary.
2 “Function.” Cambridge DIctionary.
3 “Functional." Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary.
4 “Definition of Functional | Dictionary.Com.

CHERISHED is...
" ...Once you have held onto
something that is useless, like five
years, and then it sort of cemented
some sort of sentimental value in
your life, and it feels like a shame to
throw it away."

"When the positive feeling
of owning something is
greater than the money it
may worth selling it or give
it away. "

“It was really remarkable
and those kinds of
memories that are on
that (piece) inspired me
right, because you have
that experience, and it's
something you want to
relive."

BUT IS AN OBJECT STILL
BEING CHERISHED IF IT'S
NOT BEING USED?
DICTIONARY DEFINITIONS
bringing the pleasure of love or caring about someone or
something that is important to you5
to love somebody/something very much and want to protect
them or it6
to keep hopes, memories, or ideas in your mind because they
are important to you and bring you pleasure7
to hold or treat as dear; feel love for8
to care for tenderly; nurture
to cling fondly or inveterately to

"Decorations are functional objects right?
They are meant to do the job, which is to
decorate whatever space you put it in."
gathered from four
anonymous interviewees during the course of seven interviews.
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5 “Cherished.” Cambridge DIctionary.
6 “Cherish.” Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary.
7 “Cherish.” Cambridge DIctionary.
8 “Definition of Cherish | Dictionary.Com.

"OBJECT ATTACHMENT
HAS BEEN DEFINED AS
THE STRENGTH OF THE
BOND WE FEEL WITH A
SPECIAL, SIGNIFICANT
ITEM THAT TRIGGERS
EMOTIONS AND
EVOKES POSITIVE AND
PROTECTIVE BEHAVIORS.
"Thus, our appraisal of goods extends
well beyond their monetary value or
utility, to include abiding emotional,
personal, and cognitive attachments
that increase valuation, even for
items that seem worthless to others."
- PRESTON, STEPHANIE D & ANDREW D
MACMILLAN-LADD
“Object Attachment and Decision-Making.”
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OBJECT ATTACHMENTS

"MEMORIES ARE SO
CLOSELY ASSOCIATED
WITH THE PERSONAL
POSSESSIONS THAT WE
KEEP, PRESERVE, AND
STORE THAT THEY SEEM
TO BE ACTUAL OBJECTS
UNTO THEMSELVES.
Thus, it is not surprising that people
surround themselves with cherished
objects and images-- fragments
of the material world that act as
intricate devices for holding and
renewing memories."

- CHALOUPKA, AMY
“Hiding Places:Memory in the Arts.”
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UNBOXING STORIES
Starting as an urge to know what choices people made to
determine what to display and what to keep in enclosed spaces, I
observed the living spaces of three different families.
They all have various collections of things that they enjoy
showing to people up front and talking about, while some would
take time for themselves to recall the stories.

WHEN MEMORIES TAKE ROOT.
D is currently living with his wife P. They have been living in the
same place for about 35 years, and have been through several
decluttering sessions while growing their collection of items
throughout the years. Most of the items that are on display
have something to do with the memories he and his wife both
contributed to. It is either something to do with the trips they’ve
been on, or antiques that they bought together to add some level
of quirkiness to the space.

A walking museum.
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"What my wife and I enjoy is that there's
really sort of unusual objects, that we've
heard guests would say, 'Well this place is
like a museum.'
"You know...It's full of these odd quirky
things that somehow have cultural value
in some way. We didn't set out to do that,
we just set out to have some fun, for one
thing, but then also to respond in the
moment to objects that we thought were
were cool or interesting."

D recalled his memory about this trip to Japan, where he and
his wife ended up visiting a ceramicist in Kyoto called Morimoto.
He got a letter from a ceramicist friend who had visited
Morimoto’s place with a group of ceramicists from the US, and
got recommended to pay a visit to the studio.
They bought a couple of pots, and one of them is the elegant blue
ceramic vase that is sitting on the top left corner of the fireplace.
“He’s really one of the treasures of Japan. His work was
exceptional. I happened to have my portfolio with me, so we
shared a moment of aesthetic concern, so we say.”
They dropped by his studio unannounced, but soon they were
on an hour-long trip with Morimoto to visit a tea master that
they would not possible find by themselves. The amount of
consideration and generosity Morimoto showed to him and his
wife was way more than they would have expected.

-D
They stumbled upon an antique shop in Vermont that had front
rank of Organ pipes of an English Chapel, all traditionally painted
and decorated. There were only four left at that time and they
decided to buy all of them and hung them on the wall.
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“It was really remarkable and those kinds
of memories that are on that (piece)
inspired me, because you have that
experience, and it's something you want to
relive.”

WHERE CULTURES ENTWINE
T and her partner moved into this triple-decker house roughly
less than a year ago, along with their three children, four cats,
and a dog. Before that, they lived in separate houses, and this
is the first time they lived under the same roof. They both came
from different cultural backgrounds and have moved from their
home countries to the states when they were little.
Blending in elements from both African and Japanese cultures,
the contribution she and her partner made in decorating adds an
earthy, spiritual taste to the space.

One shared room for two.
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The walls of exotic masks were right by the entrance, welcoming
me as I entered the house. They are decorative carnival masks
that her partner bought from Puerto Rico years ago. Among the
masks on the walls there are pieces that you can tell that are
not from the trip. One of them is an art piece that one of their
children made. She found somehow relates to the collection of
masks.
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Another one, which is on the opposite side of the entrance,
is made by T. “This mask was inspired by the movie Princess
Mononoke. The mountain god’s face is so terrifying. I still
remember being scared by its look when I first saw the creature
in the movie,” said T.

On a wall in the master’s bedroom, there are three framed
monochrome artworks placed side by side, but each of them
contain elements from their individual culture. The one on the
right is showcasing a traditional African pattern that represents
her partner’s family, like tartans to Scottish clans. On the right is
a print showing three different designs of Japanese Haori, one
of many types of traditional clothing that you may see people
wearing at festivals.
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Students who she taught gave her a variety of things over the
years, and she still keeps them around the house, and uses or
displays them if she can. “I also have kept my past work with
me. It’s all here in this plastic container,” she said. “There is no
good reason to get rid of them.”

“ I didn’t save a lot of stuff from my
childhood. Most of what is still with my
mother, or got thrown away when we
moved from Japan to the states.
As I grow up I find myself keeping things
that would make me feel related to who I
am and where I am from.” -T

“My mother fell in love with this bear at
first sight. The bear was apparently not
for sale, but she still asked whether it's
possible to purchase the bear. The shop
was kind enough and still managed to
name a price and sold this bear to my
mother.
“It used to have a beanie and a pair of nicelooking pilot goggles. Now it’s just it and
its jacket that are still here.”
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HOW FLOWERS BLOOM.
F has lived in this place for more than 15 years.
The things in the house haven’t been moving quite a lot, but she
and her husband had kept a routine to go over all the unwanted
clothes that are easier to let go. Most of the objects in the house
have rooted to where they were placed in the beginning.
She enjoys doing floral arrangements. It was something she has
been doing for her previous job, and has picked up the hobby of
making stunning floral pieces all over her house, and replacing
them with new ones once in a while.

A hobby from a past career.
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"The man is Ophelius Goodrich. My
husband's middle name is Goodrich. We
have heard from a living relative that
these portraits were made in over time,
at different times. Someone may have
been very good at painting hair, and they
came. Someone else was excellent at skin
and faces...etc. Another may have been
good at clothing of that time. The sash has
feathery detail. The frames are awesome."
-F

As we come to the top of the stairs, on the right there was a
painting of a woman in a nice red dress holding a dog. The
woman is her mother-in-law when she was in college. It was
painted by his mother's college friend, who was practicing to be
better at her craft of painting. This painting was a focal point, a
conversation starter, a memory of youth. The warm color tones of
the painting matches the rug and wood floor below. She passed
away unexpectedly from a heart issue, three months before their
wedding 31 years ago.
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"The framed piece I made on rice paper,
and completed the strokes with ink and
special horsehair brushes. I even had a
stamp.
"This poem means, in translation, 'Even
though we may be thousands of miles
apart, we all share the same moon.'"

Pieces with Chinese characters starting from Upper Left to Lower
Right: Tranquility, Happiness, Love and Good Luck.

There’s always a unique and fascinating feeling when you see
a familiar language from my home country appearing in other
people’s homes.
F took a course at Bryant University in 2008. It was about
Chinese history, language and culture. She was then a teacher
for many years. She entered some lesson plans for teaching in
these three areas, and won a grant to utilize in my classroom. It
was recognized by the Confucius Institute at Bryant.
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"...I WOULD
OCCASIONALLY FIND
MYSELF HAVING
SYMPATHY FOR OBJECTS
BEING MISTREATED.
"...like the jar of pickles in the back of
the fridge, that once something gets
in front of it, and it gets forgotten,
and we're there and we never get to
fulfill its potential or its intended
use."

OBJECTLIVES:
AN INTERVIEW ABOUT OBJECTS
Having the stories of the objects in mind, I asked myself: Would
anthropomorphize people's belongings help nudge people
into reviewing their items more often? What if these objects
were able to speak for themselves? Would they tell a different
story? Would it be more convincing if the objects were the ones
asking their owners to revisit them? Would they suggest being
somewhere else than the place they have lived for years?
Adapting different stories from multiple objects, ObjectLIVES is
about the mundane lives of objects, but this time it’s the objects
which live to tell the stories behind the scenes.

- IAN CHILLAG
Host of "Everything is Alive",
excerpt from an interview
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BENNEDICT
NUTTIMHAM (15)

Q: How long have you been here?
Fifteen.

• Gifted Nutcracker
• Two years in Storage

Q: When was the last time you’ve
been out?

Representing: Seasonal decor/ Holiday gifts

I would say I used to be out every Christmas time,
but I haven't been out of the garage for 2 years.

Q: What do you feel about the place
your owner/s put you for the past
few years?
It’s so crowded. I guess they just thought it'd be
nice for me to be with people I know, the santas,
the snowmen, the reindeer… but seeing the same
people every single day...you know… I ran out of
jokes to crack.

Q: Are there any questions that you
want to ask them?
Do I still mean something to you?

Q: Anything last words?
If you still need me, I will be here.
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TAKESHI MORIMOTO
(30)
• Inherited Japanese Vase
• Twenty years in storage
Representing: an inherited item but have no
other meaning for the current owner

Q: How long have you been here?
Thirty.

Q: When was the last time you’ve
been out?
20 years ago my owner passed away, and Me and
the rest of my cohort got divided. I think I have
been in their storage place since then.

Q: Are there any questions that
you want to ask them?
Am I a burden to you?

Q: Anything last words?
I just want you to know that we’re like family.
Even if we’re no longer by your side and you
decided to move on, we are still emotionally
connected in some way.

THE GREY COUNTRESS
(31)
• 1800 portrait painting
• on display (framed on wall)
Representing: Family artwork

Q: How long have you been here?
Thirty one, yes I think it’s thirty one years.

Q: What do you feel about the place
your owner/s put you for the past
few years?

Q: How long have you been here?

• A wooden sculpture
• on display(open shelf)

Nine years.

Representing: A quirky collection

Q: What do you feel about the
place your owner/s put you for
the past few years?

I guess I’m too big for them to move around, but
I'm getting bored staring at a white wall every day.
Being given the space that I have right now makes
me wonder if I deserve the attention..

I think she just merely enjoys my presence in the
room, even though she doesn't actively look and
stare at me in the eye. She might feel creepy if
she realizes that I have been watching what she's
doing for all this time.

Q: Are there any questions that you
want to ask them?

Q: Are there any questions that
you want to ask them?

Do I deserve to be seen?

Will I be replaced someday?

Q: Anything last words?

Q: Anything last words?

No. That's all for me.
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ROBIN WOOD (15)

We don't need you to see us every single day, but
at least don't sentence us to oblivion.

PILOT KUMA (25)
• Childhood playtoy
• 25 years in Storage
Representing: A childhood companion

Q: How long have you been here?
Twenty five years.

Q: When was the last time you’ve
been out?
I don’t really remember.

Q: What do you feel about the place
your owner/s put you for the past
few years?
It’s cold and dark, and makes me feel lonely.

Q: Are there any questions that you
want to ask them?
Do I still mean something to you?

Q: Anything last words?
If you still need me, I will be here.
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XIAOTING TANG (30)
• Porcelain Vase
• on display (closed cabinet)
Representing: irreplaceable craft

Q: How long have you been here?
Twelve years.

Q: What do you feel about the
place your owner/s put you for
the past few years?
I appreciate that they put me with people that
look like me, but they don't speak Chinese at all.

Q: Are there any questions that
you want to ask them?
Is this where I will be till the end?

Q: Anything last words?
Let us serve our different purposes to exist until
the end.

"THERE'S THIS
DICHOTOMY OF
OBJECTS THAT I NEVER
CONSIDERED BEFORE
UNTIL I STARTED MAKING
THE SHOW.
"...The object that is only used once
like a can of cola. Almost 99.9% of its
life is spent anticipating the thing
it was intended for, and it spends
almost the entirety of its life not
doing the thing that it is for. It is a
very strange way to live when you
think about it. On the contrary, a
subway seat, every day it does what it
is, every day, it is sat on."
- IAN CHILLAG
excerpt from an interview
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STANDUP! OBJECT WORKSHOP
What would be the best way to create a stage dedicated to our
objects to allow them to speak for themselves?
Inspired by the podcast ‘Everything is Alive’ and the interview
I did with its host Ian Chillag, I decided to create props that
would make the experience of staging and interviewing more
immersive. So, dozens of 2-4-inch-tall miniature microphones
were printed and placed near things we have during the
workshop—our headphones, pencil cases, etc.
Depending on how often we are seen using an item, people
would assume the extent to which we rely on it, how eager they
were to stay with us and not to leave, or to notice the difference
between those daily objects and ones unused for a while.

After observing another person's interaction with his/her
possessions, how would the participants react when they need
to voice over the objects?

A stage, a spotlight, an invitation.
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1. Each participant has to bring two objects and fill
out two forms about their objects.

3. When the round is done, switch roles.
When owner B asks A a question, A will answer on
B's object's behalf.

2. There are two roles in the interview: the owner
and its object.
When owner A asks B a question, B will answer on
A's object's behalf.

4. Discuss and fill out the feedback form.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Bring two objects that you have personal connections with and
memories that you are willing to share.
One of them should be something that you revisit very often.
The other one should be something that has not been touched
or revisited for a while and has been in the same space where
you found it for a long while.

1. What’s your name and what are you?
2. Can you tell us where you are from before you met your
owner?
3. Can you describe the place you have been dwelling these
days?
4. What is the place like and how do you feel about the space?
5. Can you tell me some things about your relationship with
your owner?
6. Why do you think that your owner keeps you for all this
time?

The Standup Object Workshop

7. If given the chance to be moved, what place would you
rather be in compared to the place you are currently
dwelling right now?
8. Do you want to be with your current owner or do you want
to find someone who might love you more?
9. Is there any final message that you want to tell your owner?
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WORKSHOP FEEDBACK

50%

of the participants find it easier to voice over other
people's objects.

75%

of the participants are curious of why people made
the wrong assumptions of their objects, but they
don't feel the need to correct them right away.

75%

of the participants assume that they know their
objects better than others do.

75%

believe that if these objects are gone, they can be
replaced, but it won't feel the same even if they
could get an identical one.

Five people participated in the workshop.

50%

feel the need to change their interactions with
the objects after they've heard people do the
voiceovers.
They got a better understanding of how others
view the object's relationship to them, and reflect
on any differences.
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"MEMORIES MAKE
OBJECTS BECOME ALIVE,
MAKING THEM MORE
INTERESTING, MORE
RELEVANT AND IMBUED
WITH MEANING.
"Every individual that interacts with
a object adds their own interpretation
and meaning.  The interlinking of
these memories and views give the
object a new identity, a “soul” almost,
something that sums up the essence
of an object. The object ceases
to simply be a thing but becomes
something of significance."
- TARA BLOOM
"OBJECTIFIED: GIVING OBJECTS MEMORIES"
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COUCH-SURFING BIRD
While hosting this bird statue in people's homes, participants
are asked to introduce the space and take pictures. Using the
bird as a guide, they need to put more effort into identifying
items they choose to surround the bird with.

Compare and contrast-How would people interact with
possessions in the their space when there
is a temporary item?

How the couch surf bird works
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The Hiearchy of Objects vs.
The couch surf bird

I come and I go, I meet new hosts and friends.
Staying at one place for too long isn't my thing.
I'm just a passerby, a stranger in your house.
Hi! Thank you for letting me stay at your place.
I really appreciated your hospitality!
I don't have a name yet. You can call me whatever
you like.
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PROMPT 1:
FINDING THE FAVORITE CORNER

PROMPT 2:
FINDING THE RIGHT CONTAINER

First, place me in your favorite corner of your space that you stay or
revisit most of the time and can see me all the time. Take a picture
with me in that space and send it to me.
Why is this place your best pick?

Last but not least, place me in one of the places that you think
you want me to stay over night before you go to bed. Take a
picture with me in that space and send it to me.

Do I naturally fit in that space? Do you have to make space for me?

Is this place one of the places that you have taken me during the
first and second step?

I'm rather new here. What are other objects that are also in this very
corner?

If not, what is this space for and why choosing this space for
me?

Second, place me in a container that you have that you used to
inhabit your belongings. It can be either transparent or opaque,
open or closed, and doesn't have to be completely empty for me.
I am totally fine if I need to share space with other people. Take a
picture with me in that container and send it to me.
What kind of container is this? Why did you choose to put me in it?

From the scale one to five, how satisfied are you about the place
you arranged me to stay?
From the scale one to five, what ratings do you feel I will rate
you of my satisfaction of the stay?

In the
Background
I observed how the participants interacted
with the bird by examining the pictures and
written descriptions they took following the
guidelines. While they took the photos, most of
them considered if it was also the best place for
the bird to stay. Some of them also considered
placing it with related elements, including
animal “friends” and companions, as if they
assume the bird would appreciate having some
“things” to keep company.
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Review
and
Reflect

WE DON'T TALK ABOUT MONO
As we age, we tend to talk less about our mono --which means
"object" in Japanese.
There was a point when we stopped show and telling, when the
relationships we talk about are only about the people we care
about.
As I continue researching for ways to bring up this conversation,
I rewrote the lyrics of "We don't talk about Bruno" and made it
into a music video, expressing some of many struggles people
run into when it comes to relinquishing items.
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<<WE DON’T TALK ABOUT MONO>>
We don’t talk about mono, no, no, no
We don’t talk about mono
But!
It’s has been years away
(since we moved in the place)
Used to have lots of space and all rooms, closets, all
are mine (Plenty of room, we are fine)
Items we bought, set aside, forgot (Clutter)
Where have they been for all the time?
(It’s a warning, it’s a sign)
Marie Kondo? What a shame
(Spark a joy is not enough)
Used your method, still the same
(Throw away things are just too tough)
What if I make a mistake?
(End up stuck in this cycle anyway)
We don’t talk about mono, no, no, no
We don’t talk about mono
Read many pages about clinical hoarding
Not so much mention what keeps us retaining
What kinda term should we use that would stand
alone? (Not hoarding)
Our tastes toward things never stop changing
We acquire things that we never think thoroughly
Not until we realize there’s too much stuff in our home
“Hadn’t I just thrown?”
Weird, but ok, I guess it’s hard to track
We are all waiting for someone to pick up the slack
“I’m not ready for a move.” Is that an excuse?
You know, we don’t talk about mono, no, no, no
We don’t talk about mono

We don't talk about MONO/ storyboarding
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The things he gave away, the next day, regret!
(No, no)
They say he won’t miss that much and will eventually
forget (Oh, no)
A part of me feels lost when I relinquish. That’s what I
meant! (No, no)
And more reasons to make me want to resent!

Gifts received that I wanted to keep
Are sweet burdens but not yet defined
Gifts received that I choose not to keep
Have I ever felt that they are mine?
(Psychological ownership, they say)
Gifts received that preserve memories
Won’t be as meaningful if given to another
What are attachments we have with objects that we’re living
with?
Oh, mono, how much do we know?
What can we learn from our mono?
That makes our possessions grow?
And that’s what my project’s about! (Time for research!)

Gifts received that I wanted to keep
Are sweet burdens but not yet defined
(Plenty of room, we are fine)
Gifts received that I choose not to keep
Where have they been for all the time?
(It’s a warning, it’s a sign)
Weird, but ok, I guess it’s hard to track
We are all waiting for someone to pick up the slack (Object
attachment)
“I’m not ready for a move.” Is that an excuse?
(We’re here!)
We don’t talk about mono
(Why don’t we talk about mono?)
We don’t talk about mono
(Everything’s about our mono!)

"...WHAT WE'RE DOING
IS FINDING PARALLELS
BETWEEN OR INSIGHTS
ABOUT THE HUMAN
EXPERIENCE, SO YOU
HAVE TO BE THINKING IN
A GENERAL WAY ABOUT
THE EXPERIENCE OF
THESE OBJECTS."
"...I want people to be able to imagine
their own experience when they hear
this, and imagine themselves in the
role of humans being talked about."
- Ian Chillag, excerpt from an interview
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THE PARALLEL ANALOGY
What analogy would best serve the purpose to make people
review their objects in a new perspective?
I tried to create various scenarios that people would feel related
to if they were to introduce to someone else how a certain
object came to their lives.
Here are the mock-ups of the scenarios. Every scenario is
followed by keywords that may help people be more immersive
to the experience..
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THE LOTTERY

THE JOB INTERVIEW

A gift.
A prize.
A reward.
An achievement.
An honor.
A gamble you won.
An unexpected present.
A new experience.
A monument in life.
An Eureka.

The perfect fit.
The most useful.
The cheapest in stock.
The most popular.
The one-and-only.
The irreplacable.
The precious.
The most convincing.
The experienced.
The senior-in-life.
The freshman.

The renowned.
The notorious.
The less-walked path.
The wise.

THE ATTRACTION
The highlight.
The spotlight.
The star.
The trending.
The authentic.
The one-and-only.
The monument.
The Rock.
The Statue.
The Role Model.
The frontpage cover.
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THE PREACHER
The top-rated.
The go-to.
The recommended.
The history.
The museum.
The Art.
The centerpiece.

A belief.
A dose of Dopamine.
A god/goddess.
An iconic idol.
An irresistable thirst.
An enthusiasm.
A hobby.
An unique perspective.
A standup.
A guilty pleasure.

THE MOURNING
The lost.
The deceased.
The broken.
The forgotten.
The past.
The one you had loved.
The ex.
The retired.
The handicapped.
The never-reunited.
The missing one.
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THE URGE
The sweet burden.
The stolen.
The obliviated.
The fail attempt.
The despair.

The change.
The incident.
The move.
The wrapping.
The monkey wrench.
The dividing.
The trend.
The taste.
The pressure.
The attempt.
The action.

The influence.
The conflict.
The craving.

THE BARGAIN
A trade-off.
An exchange.
A balance.
A bid.
A gamble.
An effort.
An investment.
A risk.
A competition.
An appraising process.
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JOB OR NO JOB?
A glimpse of the exercise using employer/employee analogy to
people to review their possessions.
While I was waiting for the people I have asked to do the
exercise, I'd got 25.8k views on this post I'd created and a 97%
upvote rate in the declutter community.
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For each category listed, please name one of the belongings in the house that falls into
these categories down below. If you are sharing the house with other people other than
your partner that you are doing this exercise with, focus on items that you or your partner
you're having this conversation have acquired, or something that you both contributed in
acquiring. Try to finish each category without talking to the partner for answers.
After finishing each category, please share your answers out loud with your partner so both
sides are heard. You may discuss your insights but try not to show disapproval if they get
the wrong answers.
請根據以下描述內容，每個項目列出一樣您認為符合此種類的物品。填表格的過程中，請勿與
對方確認答案。( 物品主人可能為單方 / 雙方共同擁有）。填寫完畢後將答案復誦給彼此知道，
再與對方進行正向的討論。

STILL IN FUNCTION BUT YOU DON'T
FEEL EMOTIONALLY ATTACHED
(nothing special about it but it still does its job.
Ex. a scissor, a random cup you bought)

具功能性但你對它並沒有特別的情感

CHERISHED BY BOTH SIDES,
FUNCTIONAL OR NOT.

不管是否具功能性，雙方都對它有特別的情感

YOU CONSIDER STILL WORKING
IN FUNCTION BUT YOUR PARTNER
DON'T FEEL EMOTIONALLY
ATTACHED

具功能性但你的搭擋對它並沒有特別的情感

NOT CHERISHED BY EITHER SIDE,
FUNCTIONAL OR NOT.

不管是否具功能性，任何一方都對它沒有特別
的情感

MONO-LOG
A WHAT-IF-& WHEN QUESTION
MONO-LOG is an exercise that is done between two people
who share the same living space to overlook their items as they
assume they know each other well enough to understand what
they cherish.
The first part of the activity is to have both parties name one
item for each of these six categories. They cannot discuss the
answers before this and will only be allowed to talk once they
have filled out each section.
The second half would be to ask participants to pick one from
the previous six items and write a resume about it in a predesigned template. The following page is the template they are
asked to fill out.

YOU CONSIDER HAD LOST
FUNCTION/DOESN'T HAVE
FUNCTION BUT CHERISHED BY YOU
已失功能性 / 不具功能性
但被你珍愛著
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YOU CONSIDER HAD LOST
FUNCTION/DOESN'T HAVE
FUNCTION BUT CHERISHED BY
PARTNER
已失功能性 / 不具功能性
但被你的搭擋珍愛著

MONO - LOG
PHOTO HERE

PREFERRED NAME:

(nickname can be the same as identity, usually how you
indicate the item during a conversation with others, ex.
The cup, the cup that XXX gave me, etc.)

NAME OF IDENTITY:

CATEGORY:

ITEM DATE OF ORIGIN IN LIFE:

ORIGINAL JOB APPLICATION:

(how people identify this object/ how the thing identify
itself, usually how this object is labeled on the internet/ in
a shop catalog)

(Please circle which indicates the date:
DATE OF ACQUISITION/ DATE OF MAKING)

CURRENT JOB POSITION:

(If it is still functioning, what job is it working as?)

(what category does it fall under? Ex. cups can fall under
decoration, containers, kitchenware)

(What job did it apply to do at the beginning?)

ITEM DATE OF RETIREMENT
(IF APPLICABLE):

(if the functional feature of the item is not working, when
did that happen?)

ITEM DATE OF POTENTIAL
DEPARTURE FROM YOUR LIFE:

(If the item is not ready to leave your life, when would you
assume it would be going?)

ITEM CV( HIGHLIGHTS/CELEBRATION):

THE POSSIBLE REASON FOR
POTENTIAL DEPARTURE:

(If the item will leave your life, what scenario would you
assume it would be?)

(what are some memories you have about when using this item? What are things that you would recall using this item?)
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Even being asked to not judge what answers they have put,
some of the participants wouldn't settle until they explain why
they have cherished something that has identified as "lost
function"
Surprisingly, most of them assumed their items, functional or
not, are not "retired", and will potentially follow them to the
grave.

MR.BLUES (5)

Category

Category

Plushie

Game/Sculpture

Item Date of Origin in Life

Item Date of Origin in Life

2017

Made in 1968, acquired in 2004

Original Job Application

Original Job Application

Company Buddy

Casino game

Current Job Position

Current Job Position

Decoration

Sculpture, also I rest my hats on top of it

Item date of Retirement

• JELLYCAT Toothy Shark
N/A

• Pachinko Machine

Item date of Retirement
N/A

Item date of Potential Departure
from your Life

Item date of Potential Departure
from your Life

N/A

I would like to keep it forever

Possible Reason of Departure

Possible Reason of Departure

I can't imagine it leaving me. It meant a lot to me,
and the only reason I would think of is when a
natural disaster occurs

Further breakage

Highlights

I remember finding it in a store in Philly, playing
with it. It has moved 4 time in 3 cities with me.

Kept me company while I was an exchange student
in the UK
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PACHINKO
MACHINE (18)

Highlights

Category
Container/Decoration

Original Job Application
Love gift - used for Easter Brunch+decoration

Current Job Position
Hidden in the basement

Item date of Retirement

WEIRD ASS
CAT JAR SET (11)
• Antique Japanese cat coffee set

N/A

Item date of Potential Departure
from your Life
Never

Possible Reason of Departure
Breaking into 1000 pieces

Highlights
People always laugh when they see them

" ...I feel like I do have the tendency
to hoard things, and perhaps you’re
more ready to let go of those things."
“I don't think it's overwhelming, so it makes me realize,
more than ever, that I'm sentimental. And I'm not like
a hoarder, but everything is meaningful, well, not
everything, but I realize how hard it is to let go of these
items."
"Some things, you know, it's a struggle
emotionally as to what you want to do, and
that's how you learn about yourself. "
"I was surprised looking around at my objects and how
many of them actually triggered my emotional response.
For example, I have affection for my coffee grinder and a
lot of things that I would never have expected."

feedback gathered from four
anonymous participants during the MONO-LOG activity.
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ROCO
the TRASH PANDA
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MAKING ROCO
I decided to make a series of graphic novels based on my
previous conversations with people and the stories of their
objects. While introducing new characters to the audience,
the purpose of these non-sequential stories is to have light
conversations about people's consumption cycle and let them
reflect on the open-ended questions at the end of each book.

line sketches of ROCO digging into its owners belongings
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Raccoons are renowned for "hoarding trash," so they have a
nickname called "trash pandas." This trash panda is unlike
any other. It works as an adapter for memories of objects and
helps people share stories by “connecting.” In addition, it holds
several tools and cables to transfer data better.
Being said, Roco is still a robot. The default setting for this
cleaning bot is to ‘trash trash and treasure treasure.’ However,
not everything is binary, and it is the reader’s mission to explain
those values to Roco so that we would also learn what those
values are.
How ROCO 's hand would "communicate" with its owner's possessions
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TO REFLECT

TO REVIEW

TO REMEMBER

TO RESIST

bouncing personal values with
another individual to learn more
about object attachment

product purchasing/retaining
behavior in order to get to the crucial
reason why clutter happen

looking into reasons why people
would choose to extend product's
lifespan so they can hold onto
them longer

urges and thoughts to acquire more
than we truly need in our lives

ROCO

SHEERO

MENDY

KAI/KAIS

an Animatronic raccoon
programmed to help people tidy
up homes

a sheep-like creature
that wears every piece of clothing
that the owner hasn't worn for a long
time

a white lady spider that secretly
helps its owner fix broken objects

Crow-like birds that caws agressively
during promotions and shopping
seasons

BOOK 0: REBOOTING ROCO
Roco is an animatronic raccoon.
It didn't want to quit its job so soon, so it decided to be rebooted
again so that it can keep on doing what it is made to do-cleaning up people's homes and keep them organized.
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BOOK 1: TRASH, TRASH, TREASURE
Is the item trash or treasure?
Roco got annoyed by the owner’s intervention in its organizing
process so much that Roco decided to have a good talk with the
main character about what is it about their value.
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BOOK 2: ANNUAL SHEARING
Roco and the owner encounter Sheero, a sheep who lives and
wears every clothes that the owner hasn't worn for a while.
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BOOK 3: MENDING RELATIONSHIPS
Roco decided to reach out to Mendy the mending spider to help
its owner stitch up a precious stuff animal.
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BOOK 4: BLACK FRIDAY
Can you resist the urge to buying stuff
if you have a lot already?
As Black Friday approaches, birds also known as Kai come in
flocks to bombard Roco and its owner with promotes and ads.
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GRAD SHOW EXHIBITION

photos taken at the RISD grad thesis show
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The story of Roco and its owner doesn’t end here.
These series are just a starting point for introducing more
characters like Sheero, Mendy, and Kai. Like Roco and its
owner, we are all still learning something new every day
about ourselves through our relationships as we continue to
encounter new objects along the way.

photos taken at the RISD grad thesis show
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